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Step3: Press and hold (≥2secs) the "  " button to power on the remote 
control (Figure 4-3). 

When powering on, "  " indicates the system is initializing.

Step4: Push/Pull the throttle from neutral position to start. Change the heading 
direction by turning the throttle to the reverse direction (Figure 4-4). 

Forward NEUTRAL Backward

4.3 Stopping
The outboard can be stopped in one of the following four ways.

 

NEUTRAL

           

        • Turn throttle to neutral position.           • Remove the Kill Switch.

The kill switch has magnetic field, keep it 50cm/20inch away from 
pacemakers and other medical implants. 

The magnetic field of kill switch may interfere with some electronic 
instruments, keep it away from these electronic instruments. 

Keep the kill switch 50cm/20inch away from magnetic cards (e.g. Credit 
cards) and other magnetic media. 

Figure 4-3 Figure 4-4
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• Switch off the power button.                • Disconnect the power cable.

In normal operating procedure, it’s recommended to stop the outboard as 
following steps.

  1. 

  2. 

  3. 

  4. 

In abnormal situations like a fall over emergency, it’s recommended to stop the 
outboard motor by detaching the kill switch from the remote control. 

In malfunction situations, the outboard will stop immediately for protection. The 
outboard will stop if one of the following situations occurs.

1) The throttle is in neutral position.
2) The power button is switched off. 
3) The kill switch is removed.
4) The wireless connection between the remote control and outboard breaks.
5) The battery is empty. 
6) The outboard goes malfunctions (e.g. motor is blocked or the battery  
     voltage drops below 33V).

Rotate the throttle to neutral position.

Wait until the outboard stops, then remove the kill switch.

Press and hold (≥2secs) the "  " button to power off the system.

Tilt the outboard out of water and uninstall it from boat according to your 
requirement.
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